
Technology Support Committee 
Minutes for Thursday April 18, 2013 

 

Attendees:  Aaron Barrett, Azucena Aguaya, Brett McKeachnie, Cameron Jarman, Darel Hawkins, Dave Tobler, Doug Hales, 
Erin Livingston, Gordon Hayden, Jacob Oldroyd, James George, John Berry, Jordan Kratochivil,  Jynae Bird,  Karl Eiche,  KC 
Rucker, Kim Lesseberg, Landry Hawkins, Mark Stone, Mark Werner, Phil Ahyou,  Robert Ward,  Scott Horne, Scott Jackson, 
Trevor Durham 

Absent:   Andrea Osborne, Ben Burk, Bobby Lott, Craig Dell, Dave Nielsen, David Song, Duke Heaton, Gary Hooper, Gerald 
Bunker, Jermey Mecham, JoAnn Innes, Michael Taylor, Peter Larson, Preston Stewart, Shawna Taylor 

 

 

Action Items: 

• Review minutes & assignments from last month’s meeting:  
 

• Browser list is still being worked on by the Help Desk and will be available at next TSC.   
• Exchange:  Procedures are continually being worked on.  One change that is going to take 

place is the Area Tech’s will be cc’d on any email in their area so you are aware of  what is 
going on, and if you have any suggestions or knowledge about the incident, you can respond 
back since you know the situations better.  There may be cases where Brett will ask you for 
more information.  The quote archive has been taken off live for right now.  There has been a 
few problems and they are trying to fix it.   The delegation tool is available and will have a 
few minor changes.   If you have a question that is related to policies do a ticket.  That way it 
gets put in the knowledge base so we all learn from it.  If it’s just a question you can still 
email Brett.  Rules of thumb, if you are questioning whether it should be a ticket, then do 
one.  
 

• Agenda: 
 

1. The Great Shake Out:  Overall the test went really well.  The texting is not a great 
communication tool since it takes a few hours to get to you, but in order to receive the test 
you do need to opt in in order to get one.   They are working on a solution.    

2. Computer Shop:  We are stocking the Tiny’s and they will be available in the next couple of 
weeks.  We will have them on website in the next few days.  Lenovo is accepting orders for 
the Helix now and they are working on our configurations, and should be finalized in the next 
few days.  The price will be around $2000 to $2300.   

3. Windows 8 Campus Load:  Jake has matched the Windows 8 load as close as he can to the 
Windows 7 load.   VPN is not accessible with Windows 8.   If you are interested in using Jakes 
load, let him know. 

4. All-in One’s: It was brought to our attention that there is no driver support for Windows 8. 
5. Browsers:  When IE is not working, the Helpdesk is no longer recommending Firefox.  They 

are recommending Chrome.  Because certain browsers work better on certain programs it 
was suggested to have a recommendation for users in the knowledge base. Help Desk is 
working on this and will bring a list for us to go over next TSC Meeting. 
 
 



6. SCCM:   A new subcommittee has been created, and Gerald Bunker will be heading this. The 
Committee Members are:  Erin Livingston, Jake Oldroyd, Cameron Jarmon, Dan Zakaras, and 
Aaron Bennett. It has been up and running for the past year.  They would like to propose a 
test to be rolled out right away.  They would like to image 3 sets of computers in 3 different 
areas of campus first using unicast and then using multicast to see how that is going to affect 
the network.  It will be done during the day.  After that test another test will be ran to 
determine distribution points throughout the organization.  They would like to know what 
you would like SCCM to do first.  A policy needs to be put in place for testing packages and 
also for Windows update. If you want a package tested put your request into Gerald Bunker.  
He will create a list of the packages available, and we will have a monthly update from here 
on out.   Windows updates will be pushed out on Friday’s at 1 a.m.  Maintenance will be 
done 1 am – 3 am.  There were a few questions that came up with the updates 

• Are Windows 8 included in the scheduled update 
• What testing is going to be done 
• Is 2 days enough time 
• What updates are being received?   

We would like the Sub Committee to have a discussion and come up with recommendations. 
 

7. Scripts:   A communication tool needs to be available before a script goes out. It needs to be 
detailed.  We need to keep everybody informed and as transparent as possible.  It was 
suggested to fill out a form and use Tech Tips to accomplish this.   

8.   DR Project:  DR stands for Disaster Recovery.  There are 4 parts to this project.   
• Create a Disaster Website 
• Banner back up 
• Communications, Exchange first then UVLink 
• Backups 

There is equipment we have to put in a building in Richfield, so we can have access to the 
data in case there is a disaster.        
  

9.   Magic:  Brett in is process of a researching a new software to replace Magic.  
 
 
 

• Non-Agenda Items: 
 

• No items for discussions 
 

 
 

Next meeting will be held on Thursday May 16, 2013 at 10:00 AM in LI 323 
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